Residues in the RNP1-like sequence motif of Rho protein are involved in RNA-binding affinity and discrimination.
The termination of transcription in Escherichia coli by action of Rho factor is dependent on the ability of this homohexameric protein to make productive interactions with the nascent RNA molecule to be terminated. The roles of two residues in a phylogenetically conserved sequence motif in the RNA-binding domain of Rho, Asp60 and Phe62, were analyzed by studies of the biochemical properties of pure mutant proteins. F62S Rho had greatly reduced affinity for lambda cro RNA, very poor ability to terminate transcription in vitro by itself and only partial termination activity (at a level consistent with its in vivo defect) in the presence of NusG. D60G Rho had a high affinity for lambda cro RNA but a much lower ability to discriminate against RNA molecules lacking cis-acting Rho-utilization sequences, and a reduced efficiency of termination that was not improved by NusG. These results indicate a major role for Phe62 in stabilizing the binding of Rho to RNA through hydrophobic interactions, while Asp60 provides an electrostatic repulsive force that allows a rapid dissociation of non-productive complexes with RNA.